Welcome. Passenger Safety
and Protection is our Priority

We have put in place many new measures for your safety and protection.
Only those passengers travelling should enter the Terminals, be it the
Check-in, Departures or Arrivals areas.
Social Distancing

Continuous Cleaning

To maintain social distance, we have applied
floor markings to indicate the appropriate
distance to queue or stand.

To maintain the highest hygiene
standards, all facilities and services
throughout the Departures and Arrivals
areas are cleaned and disinfected
continuously throughout the day.

Hand Sanitisers

Face Masks

Hand sanitiser dispensers are widely
available and signposted across Dublin
Airport. Other individual hand sanitiser
products can also be purchased
throughout your airport journey.

Please wear a face mask during your full
airport journey and please bring your own face
mask from home. However, if you forget, face
masks are available to purchase from vending
machines and other outlets at Dublin Airport.
Please dispose of your face masks after use
in the general waste bins.

Security Screening

Seating

We have installed plexiglass screens at close
contact points, and we ask that passengers
wear a face mask, use hand sanitiser before and
after Security and follow the floor markings to
maintain social distancing. Equipment and trays
are frequently disinfected for your use. The rest
of the Security screening process remains the
same, so please prepare as usual.

To maintain social distance, we have limited
the number of seats available at the boarding
gates and in the food & drink outlets, and we are
prioritising seats for passengers with reduced
mobility, families travelling with young children
or women travelling while pregnant. Families are
permitted to sit together.

Plexiglass Screens

Food & Drink

We have installed plexiglass screens for
whenever there are close contact points
between passengers and staff, be it at
Security, Shopping, Cafés and Restaurants.

The Cafés and Restaurants that are open
have a range of options that cater to your
needs; from table service to convenient grab
& go offers with social distancing, actively
managed by staff and floor markers. We have
also installed plexiglass screens and there is
a continuous cleaning regime throughout.

Shopping

Car Parks

To help you avail of the great shopping
discounts on leading premium brands
in-store, we have re-organised your Dublin
Airport shopping experience, so it is
contactless and maintains social distancing.

P

We recommend that you book in advance
online. We have made the car parks
contactless, from payments to entry and exit
and we have applied social distancing markers
on the Red Express car park shuttle buses
and in the bus shelters. We have also installed
many hand sanitiser dispensers throughout.

